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Seoul hantavirus could be an etiology of
acute undifferentiated febrile illness in
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Hantaviruses are classified in two major groups called “Old World’’ and “New World’’ hantaviruses due
to the geographic distribution of their rodent reservoirs (1). Old World hantaviruses (e.g. Hantaan,
Seoul, Puumala viruses among others) cause hemorrhagic fever with renal syndrome (HFRS),
whereas New World hantaviruses (e.g. Sin Nombre, Andes viruses among others) mainly target the
lung causing hantavirus pulmonary syndrome (HPS) (1).
Seoul virus (SEOV), an “Old World’’ hantavirus, is moreover the only hantavirus member detected in
many countries around the world (2), and infection in urban areas is mainly transmitted to humans
by synanthropic rodent species from Rattus genus (like Rattus novergicus), however, other forms of
infections as intra-laboratory-acquired cases have been reported (3).
SEOV-HFRS is a febrile illness etiology, often misdiagnosed due to its usually mild and atypical clinical
presentation, which has a shorter course than other hantavirus-infections and renal dysfunction is
associated to oliguria (1,2). Other clinical manifestations like severe abdominal symptoms and hepatic
dysfunction may be more common than renal disturbances (3).
Besides Asia continent, molecular and serological evidence of SEOV has been found in pet rats and
febrile human patients in Europe, Oceania, Africa and America continents, making SEOV the only
hantavirus widely distributed worldwide. In South America, SEOV-positive human sera were found in
Brazil during 1994, and evidence of the circulation was also recorded in Argentina and Peru (4,5,6).
Many investigations try to confirm the etiology of acute febrile illnesses worldwide, but usually, in
more than the half of cases, it does not have confirmed since diagnostic methods hardly can include
all possible pathogens; nevertheless, emerging agents need to be considered, one of them might
be SEOV.
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One of the etiology that causes acute febrile illness and can be confused with SEOV-HFRS is
leptospirosis, as both share clinical and epidemiological characteristics: both are febrile illnesses
associated with renal damage, both are distributed mostly in tropical and subtropical areas, and both
are rodent-borne infections, thus, mistaken diagnosis usually be common. A report in Brazil confirm
this concern, in which “Old World’’ hantavirus cases have been reported clinically as leptospirosis
before laboratory-confirmation (5). There are also reports in which both infectious agents, Hantavirus
and Leptospira, can co-exist in the same host and develop co-infections (7).
In Colombia, serological evidence of hantavirus in humans has been found since 2007, year in which
a non-malarial acute febrile illness study at the “Urabá antioqueño” evidenced exposure against
Hantavirus in two febrile patients, demonstrating hantavirus circulation between humans (8). Later,
between 2012 and 2013, a study made in Córdoba department evidenced Hantavirus infection in
six patients, two being co-infections with dengue virus and Leptospira and one of them being fatal;
none developed clinical or laboratorial characteristics compatible with the typical “New World’’ HPS
(9). In addition, a new case in Monteria (capital city of Córdoba) was reported; this patient proved
seroconversion to Sin Nombre Virus (SNV), however, only mild respiratory symptoms were present,
being initially misdiagnosed as leptospirosis with not clear clinical symptoms of HPS (10).
These preliminary data may suggest that hantavirus disease in this Caribbean department could be
mild and not clinically compatible with HPS caused by New World hantaviruses, even positive serological
diagnosis for SNV, which can be cross-reactive between hantavirus species (11), being possible that an
Old World hantavirus might be involved in these febrile human cases. Interestingly, a study between
2007 and 2009 in Sucre department (north frontier for Córdoba) evidenced seropositivity for SNV in
rodents from the families Muridae and Cricetidae, including species from genus Mus spp. and Rattus
spp., demonstrating that at least one hantavirus is circulating in these synanthropic rodents (12).
Finally, in 2013, another study made in the Orinoquía region, in which febrile patients from Meta
department were enrolled, three seroconverted to SNV and seven more evidenced seropositive,
suggesting previous exposure to Hantavirus. A review of the clinical data of the three patients
which seroconverted showed common characteristics of acute febrile illness with general unspecific
symptoms and only mild respiratory symptoms; laboratory findings included increased hematocrit,
creatinine and leukocyte counts, thrombocytopenia and elevated liver enzymes (13).
The above data reaffirms Hantavirus in Colombia and the importance of consider it into the differential
diagnosis of acute febrile illness. However, accurate diagnosis of a typical New World hantavirus
is still in doubt, and probably are not involved in these cases as clinical features of HPS are not
present; conversely, hantavirus infection in Colombia may be has a milder and atypical course. In
this way, adding to the fact that the most widespread Old World hantavirus is SEOV and considering
its atypical and mild clinical course, it should be important to consider SEOV as one of the possible
etiological agents of hantavirus infections in Colombia, standing out the importance of searching it
among febrile patients.
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